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The 8 Ways To Wellness 
Module 3 
 
Highlights From The Live Training 
 
00:01:15: “You have to know that you're on a journey you haven't necessarily been on before, 
and that's why it seems complicated. Anything that you do new, if it feels comfortable, it means 
you're not making any change. Change in and of itself is uncomfortable, and in order to get to 
change, you have to be willing to be uncomfortable.” 
 
00:05:58: “One of the problems with the food of the current day is our soil is not as nutrient 
dense because it's been overfarmed. And that's why it's very difficult to get everything you need 
from just eating food.” 
 
00:09:45: “On average it's thought that organic foods are more vitamin, mineral 
and nutrient-dense than conventionally grown foods… Where they do gain is the lack of 
pesticides, and there's also been some studies that show that there's more antioxidants in these 
foods.” 
 
00:14:33: “You know, when people talk about not eating animal products, the products that tend 
to be bad for you from an animal standpoint are the ones raised with antibiotics, growth 
hormones, and with other animal byproducts that were fed with that versus the animals that are, 
you know, pasture-raised and grass-fed on organic feed.” 
 
00:16:36: “Just because it's locally grown, does not mean that it's grown organically. But the 
other part about locally grown is a lot of times it's seasonal, and one of the best things for your 
body is to eat within season.” 
 
00:27:17: “So when you're looking at those labels, realize this: If it says natural, it doesn't equal 
organic. Ignore it when it says natural, there's no definition of natural. It's not regulated. So 
because everybody's looking for the most “natural,” it's put on practically everything now.” 
 
00:30:03: “Here's the benefit of grass-fed: They're higher in omega-3 fatty acids. This is why 
grass-fed beef can be healthier than chicken.” 
 
00:32:19: “I have noticed from eating organic food that I get fuller quicker, and that's a case 
study of one. But I have noticed that when I eat the healthful food that's organic, I don't need to 
eat as much food.... they're not empty calories, so I’m not feeling hungry as much.” 
 
00:38:39: “So all sauerkrauts are not created equal. But the original sauerkraut that was made 
was made with bacteria; it ferments and it’s good for your digestive system. And kimchi is very 
good also.” 
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00:48:09: “Keep your promise to yourself. If you think you can't trust other people, it's because 
you cannot trust yourself. So keep your promise to yourself and stay on the path.” 
 
00:54:08: “If you're making a green smoothie and you want to make it easily, moringa powder 
has more calcium, more protein, more nutrients, antioxidants than kale. Everybody's on the kale 
kick, but moringa is higher in all of those things.” 
 
00:56:28: “One thing that's really good for your system for cleansing is to have a green juice 
first thing in the morning. And so the Suja (brand), S-u-j-a, they have it at Costco. You can get 
six packs to have a green juice first thing in the morning.” 

	
 


